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Abstract: Marine biopolymers have been explored as a promising cell therapy system for efficient cell
delivery and tissue engineering. However, the marine biomaterial-based systems themselves have
exhibited limited performance in terms of maintenance of cell viability and functions, promotion of
cell proliferation and differentiation as well as cell delivery efficiency. Thus, numerous novel strategies
have been devised to improve cell therapy outcomes. The strategies include optimization of physical
and biochemical properties, provision of stimuli-responsive functions, and design of platforms for
efficient cell delivery and tissue engineering. These approaches have demonstrated substantial
improvement of therapeutic outcomes in a variety of research settings. In this review, therefore,
research progress made with marine biomaterials as a platform for cell therapy is reported along
with current research directions to further advance cell therapies as a tool to cure incurable diseases.

Keywords: marine biomaterials; cell therapy; tissue engineering; optimization; stimuli-responsive
systems; delivery systems

1. Introduction

When the tissues are damaged for a variety of reasons, the human body tries to recover the
damaged portion of the tissues, but for most cases, these efforts result in tissue dysfunctionality and
failure. In order to address these problems, numerous researchers have made many efforts to develop
regenerative medicines, in particular, using therapeutic cells. The therapeutic cells including artificially
cultured autologous or heterologous adult cells of specific tissues and stem cells derived from various
sources have enormous potential to recover, repair and even replace the damaged or diseased tissues
when they are properly processed, delivered or implanted to the targeted localities as a promising
regenerative medicine. Indeed, the therapeutic cells have been used in regenerate diverse tissues such
as heart, cartilage, bone, and cornea [1–4].

In the beginning, single cell or cell aggregate suspensions were directly injected to target localities
without having delivery carriers. Although the injection methods showed modest therapeutic effects
and have also been used in clinical practice, the therapeutic efficacies are frequently found to not
be satisfactory and reproducible. The reason for this was largely because the injected cells were not
retained in the target tissue, and most of them were washed out [5]. Furthermore, the injected cells
typically cannot receive adequate physical and/or biochemical signals or supports from extracellular
matrix (ECM), a complex where various proteins and polysaccharides such as collagen, hyaluronic acid,
proteoglycans, and glycosaminoglycans are arranged. If the cells cannot receive appropriate supports
and signals, they lose their viability, functions, and phenotype, and thereby this led to abnormal tissue
formation or reduced therapeutic efficacies.
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For this reason, the efficacy of cell therapy depends significantly on successful delivery of
therapeutic cells to target tissues and localities, and surrounding microenvironment provided by
the cellular carriers. To achieve the requisites for efficacious cell therapy, for the last decades, many
efforts have been made to develop cell delivery systems using a variety of polymers. The cell delivery
systems can incorporate therapeutic cells inside them, provide cell-friendly environments to the cells,
be placed at the targeted site by proper external stimuli, and finally be degraded within the body,
thereby delivering or integrating the cells to the targeted tissues. Besides such cell delivery systems,
three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds have been used to grow therapeutic cells as an intact tissue to finally
be engrafted to the body.

The platforms for cell delivery and tissue engineering must meet prerequisites as shown in
Table 1. They should play pivotal roles as an artificial ECM providing a transient environment to
support normal activities of cells such as adhesion to substrate, proliferation, and differentiation,
and simultaneously exhibit appropriate properties including biodegradability and mechanical
properties [6–8]. In particular, cell delivery systems have to deliver therapeutic cells to target sites with
high efficiency, and scaffolds for tissue engineering should provide the initial structural support and
allow the cells seeded within them to grow, metabolize, and product matrix, which are significantly
important activities of the cells during the development of engineered tissues [9].

To date, diverse synthetic and natural polymers have been exploited to prepare such cell
delivery systems and scaffolds. Synthetic polymers are well known for their processability and
more precisely controllable physico-chemical properties, which are helpful for achieving reproducible
mechanical and chemical properties and biodegradability, in particular with preferred uses of
poly-α-hydroxy esters such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA) [33], poly(glycolic acid) (PGA) [34], and
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) [35]. However, these polymers lack bioactivities for cell viability
and growth and produce acidic byproducts on degradation, which is not desirable for fostering
cell-friendly microenvironments [36]. In contrast, natural polymers inherently possess biological cues
and often are similar to the natural ECM in terms of physical and chemical structure. For this reason,
the biomaterials can promote cell adhesion to and spreading on substrate, as well as cell growth,
and even differentiation. In addition, the biomaterials generally exhibit good biocompatibility and
biodegradability, and can also be processed to preferred cell delivery vehicles such as hydrogels or
hydrogel-based microspheres, films, and sponges under mild conditions. Thus, biomaterials have
widely been investigated as a base material to prepare cell delivery systems and scaffolds for cell
therapy applications.

Although they are still under-exploited resources, biomaterials derived from marine ecosystems
are recently of enormous interest since the diversity of their chemical and biological properties is
very attractive to cell therapy fields. In addition, the risk of causing toxicity is expected to be lower
than synthetic polymers and even biopolymers found from other natural sources like mammalian
alternatives [37]. To date, among various marine biomaterials, alginate and chitosan have extensively
been investigated for cell therapy applications due to their biocompatibility, biodegradability, facile
processability to hydrogels under mild aqueous conditions, and biological properties. Furthermore,
other marine biomaterials such as carrageenans have also been increasingly investigated for cell
therapy applications. However, for further efficient cell delivery and implantation, some properties
of marine biomaterials have to be improved or additional functions need to be conferred to them.
For this purpose, great efforts have been made to develop strategies for maximizing the potential of
marine biomaterials as fundamental materials for fabricating platforms for cell delivery and tissue
engineering as shown in Figure 1. In this review, representative marine biomaterials for cell therapy
applications will be introduced, and the strategies devised until recently to enhance the utility of the
marine biomaterials will be discussed.
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Table 1. Suggested general requirements for marine biomaterial-based systems for successful cell therapy and suggested strategies.

Requirements Description Research Strategies Reference

Cell-friendly microenvironments
Marine biomaterial-based systems
should foster environments
advantageous for cell activities such as
proliferation and differentiation.

‚ Enhancement of cell adhesiveness
with cell-adhesive peptides [10–13]

‚ Simulation of fibrous structure of
natural extracellular matrix by
preparing nanofibrous matrices

[14–17]

‚ Construction of smooth diffusive
environment for gases and
nutrients by controlling porous
structures or volume of matrices

[18–22]

Even cell distribution with
minimizing stresses to cells

In cell distribution process, cells should
be uniformly distributed within matrices
and not be largely damaged by stresses
generated during the process such as
shearing forces.

‚ Regulation and optimization of
rheological and mechanical
properties with combined use of
high and low molecular
weight biomaterials

[23]

Controllable biodegradability
Marine biomaterial-based
systems should be degraded with
predictable rates in the body

‚ Manipulation of biodegradability of
biomaterials by
chemical modification

[24–26]

Minimally invasive implantability

It is desirable that cell-incorporating
systems are administered to the
body with minimal invasiveness
for patient convenience

‚ Composite uses of biomaterials and
thermo-responsive polymers [27–29]

Capability to deliver cells to target
sites with high efficiency

Therapeutic cells entrapped in
cell delivery systems have to be
selectively delivered to target
sites with high efficiency.

‚ Design of active cell delivery
systems using magnetic particles [30–32]
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Figure 1. Advantages of marine biomaterials as a platform material for cell therapy applications and
strategies suggested for improving outcomes.

2. Representative Marine Biomaterials Exploited for Cell Therapy Applications

2.1. Alginate

Alginate is a natural occurring polysaccharide having blocks of (1-4)-linked β-D-mannuronic
acid (M) and α-L-guluronic acid (G) monomers as shown in Figure 2, one of the most abundant
biosynthesized materials in nature as a structural component in marine brown algae (Phaeophyceae)
including Laminaria hyperborean, Laminaria digitate, Laminaria japonica, Ascophyllum nodosum, and
Macrocystis pyrifera [38,39]. In general, the blocks are constituted by three different forms of polymer
segment: consecutive M residues, consecutive G residues, and alternating MG residues [38]. The ratio
of M residue and G residue varies depending on the natural source [6]. The length of each block can
also be different according to the sources [40].
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β-D-mannuronic acid residues, respectively.
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The polysaccharide has widely been utilized for a variety of applications as a biomaterial,
in particular as the supporting matrix or delivery systems for tissue repair and regeneration,
as it has desirable properties including biocompatibility, biodegradability, non-antigenicity, and
hydrogel-forming ability from an aqueous solution under mild conditions. Alginate instantaneously
forms hydrogels at pH > 6 by ionotropic gelation with divalent cations such as calcium, barium, or zinc
ions. For the gelation procedure of alginate, only the G-blocks participate in intermolecular crosslinking
with the divalent cations. Therefore, the ratio of M and G residues, sequence, length of G blocks,
and molecular weight of the polymer affect the physical properties of the resultant hydrogels [41].
For this reason, it is important to consider the source of alginate and its chemical composition to use
the polymer properly for each purpose as the physical properties of alginate significantly affect the
phenotype and function of cells seeded in alginate hydrogels. On the other hand, alginate hydrogels
can also be prepared by decreasing pH of alginate aqueous solutions to lower than the pKa of the uronic
acid residues at a controlled rate [42]. Through this procedure, hydrogen bonds can be formed between
the alginate molecules largely due to the protonated carboxyl groups, followed by an intermolecular
stabilization of the alginates. The resulting gel is frequently referred to as alginate acidic gels and
they provide greater stability than ionically crosslinked alginate hydrogels. The greater stability of gel
structures exhibited by the acidic gels has been attributed to the fact that the gel forming mechanism of
the acidic gels does not primarily depend on crosslinking agents such as calcium ions that can leak into
aqueous media. However, alginate acidic gels have generally demonstrated more brittle properties
compared to the ionically crosslinked alginate gels. Thus, one can consider what types of gel forming
mechanisms may be advantageous for specific purposes of research.

It is worth noting that alginate is a U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved polymer
and this renders it a significantly important biomaterial for diverse applications such as tissue
engineering and regeneration [43,44]. As it can easily be processed to various shapes/structures,
alginate and its derivatives have extensively been used for fabricating the major biomaterial forms, e.g.,
hydrogels, microspheres, porous scaffolds, and nanofibers [38]. Owing to these advantages of alginate,
it has extensively been studied as a representative marine biomaterial for cell therapy applications,
and a variety of strategies for maximizing the potential of alginate have been devised. The strategies
are discussed in detail below.

2.1.1. Strategies for Designing Alginate-Based Systems for Cell Therapy Applications

Enhancement of Cell Adhesiveness Using RGD Peptides

Marine biomaterials have been modified to interact with cell receptors by conjugation of the
corresponding ligands to them. In particular, this strategy has extensively been applied to alginate
as the negatively charged marine biomaterial in an aqueous solution state inherently lacks the cell
adhesiveness. The most commonly utilized ligand for cell anchoring is arginine-glycine-aspartic
acid (Arg-Gly-Asp, RGD) sequences. These RGD amino acid sequences can be chemically coupled
with alginate using a water-soluble carbodiimide chemistry [45–47]. The RGD sequence is one
of the most physiologically ubiquitous binding ligands derived from the ECM proteins including
fibronectin, collagen, and laminin [48,49]. Cellular integrins recognize the RGD sequence and link the
intracellular cytoskeleton with the ECM. By this process, cells receive signals needed for cell survival
and proliferation. In addition, the RGD sequence prevents cell apoptosis. The signals propagated
from the cell–matrix adhesion are known to activate various signaling pathways contributing to the
suppression of apoptosis. Without these signals, anoikis, a form of programmed cell death induced
by detachment of anchorage-dependent cells from the surrounding matrix, can occur [50,51]. Thus,
the presence of such sequences for cell adhesion to the surrounding matrices is essential for cellular
viability and activities.

There are numerous research articles on applications of the cell crosslinking strategy to cell
delivery systems or scaffolds composed of alginate for cell therapy applications. For example,
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Shachar et al. investigated the effect of immobilized RGD peptide in alginate scaffolds for cardiac
tissue engineering [10]. They immobilized the RGD peptide to sodium alginate using an aqueous
carbodiimide chemistry, followed by seeding cardiomyocytes within the scaffolds. The presence of the
RGD peptide sequence was found to promote in vitro cardiac tissue regeneration and demonstrated
a better preservation of the tissue formed. The cardiomyocytes seeded within the scaffolds were
able to reorganize their myofibrils and reconstruct myofibers with a typical myofiber bundle with
expression of the relevant proteins such as α-actinin, N-cadherin, and connxin-43. In addition, the
non-myocyte cells seeded within the scaffolds along with the cardiomyocytes exhibited stretched,
star-like morphologies, implying successful anchoring and spreading. In contrast, the cells cultured in
the unmodified alginate scaffolds were round in shape, lacked the typical striation of cardiac muscle
tissue and showed decreased levels of the protein expression, corroborating the importance of the
existence of the RGD sequences.

More recently, alginate grafted with the RGD peptide sequence and at the same time
compositionally modified was reported by Sandvig et al. [11]. In the study, the proportion of
M- and G-sequences within the alginate chemical structure was controlled to tailor its physical
properties along with conferring the biomaterial cell adhesive property using the RGD peptide.
They coupled mannuronan, poly-β-(1Ñ4)-D-mannuronate, with the RGD peptide sequence using a
carbodiimide chemistry, and epimerized the peptide-coupled mannuronans with the mannuronan
C-5 epimerases, thereby introducing G- and MG-blocks into their chemical structure. By this
way, the peptide sequence coupled to the M-units does not interfere with G-blocks that primarily
contribute to the hydrogel formation. Then, they immobilized olfactory ensheathing cells (OECs), a
promising candidate cell type in transplant-mediated CNS repair, to the hydrogels and the microbeads
composed of the modified alginate described above. As a consequence, the authors could produce
alginate hydrogels with different contents of G-blocks and resulting varying physical properties,
and confirmed that OECs seeded within the alginate gels formed large clusters of rounded cells
with bipolar protrusions. The cells also exhibited higher viability than those cultured in unmodified
alginate hydrogels. These studies together suggest the introduction of the peptide sequences for cell
adhesion is a promising strategy for maximizing the potential of alginate as a biomaterial for tissue
engineering applications.

Control of Structural Homogeneity by Modifying Crosslinking Densities

Ionic marine biopolymers such as alginate (anionic) and chitosan (cationic) can be physically
crosslinked using ionic crosslinking agents. The most noteworthy advantage of the ionic crosslinking
method for preparing alginate hydrogels is this crosslinking method does not require any organic
solvents, and the crosslinking process is performed under gentle conditions for the entrapped
therapeutic cells [52]. As for alginate, the most common method to fabricate hydrogels is to crosslink
the alginate with divalent cations. The divalent cations interact with blocks of G monomers of
alginate to form ionic bridges, forming an “egg-box” structure and leading to the resulting gelation of
alginate [39].

Among the cations used as an ionic crosslinking agent for the gelation of alginate such as calcium,
magnesium, and barium ions, calcium ions have most widely been used. [52,53]. In particular, calcium
chloride has most frequently been utilized as an ionic crosslinking agent in external gelation methods
for preparing alginate hydrogels because the alginate crosslinking process using the calcium salt is very
simple and provides immediate and non-toxic cell entrapment [6]. In practice, this gelation method
has extensively been harnessed for tissue engineering applications, e.g., bone, cartilage, intervertebral
disk, and adipose tissue [54–57]. Nonetheless, due to its too fast crosslinking reaction rate, unbalanced
crosslinking density through alginate hydrogels formed and a polymer concentration gradient within
the gel can occur [52]. This non-homogeneous crosslinking density may limit the usefulness of the
alginate hydrogels for cell therapy applications as it does not provide structural uniformity of the
hydrogels that is significantly important for even cell distribution and well-controlled mechanical
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properties. Furthermore, the fast gelation process by calcium chloride limits the application of alginate
on injectable cell delivery systems or scaffolds.

In this context, Kuo et al. devised an internal gelation method that controls the gelation process
more precisely using calcium salts with low aqueous solubility such as calcium carbonate [52]. Calcium
carbonate exhibits low solubility in pure water at neutral pH, but soluble at acidic conditions, thereby
allowing its homogenous distribution in the alginate solution prior to gelation [52,58]. Free calcium
ions are then released from the calcium salts by decreasing the pH, generally using glucono-δ-lactone
(GDL), thereby triggering gradual gelation. Indeed, they demonstrated that alginate hydrogels
with homogeneous crosslinking density and uniform mechanical properties can be fabricated by
the gelation method using calcium carbonate. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of alginate
hydrogels prepared using calcium carbonate were stronger than those fabricated only using calcium
sulfate, and were more soluble in aqueous media than calcium carbonate. The gelation process also
can become faster by a combined use of calcium carbonate and calcium sulfate maintaining uniform
crosslinking density and mechanical characteristics. From the histological experiments of the study, it
was demonstrated that the cells were uniformly distributed in the alginate hydrogels prepared using
calcium carbonate as a crosslinking agent. Thus, the ionic crosslinking method using a calcium salt with
low aqueous solubility is a promising strategy for preparing alginate hydrogels with homogeneous
properties. Although the internal gelation method has not been extensively explored compared to the
external gelation method, recently, it has been increasingly studied to prepare alginate cell delivery
systems for tissue engineering [59–61].

Regulation and Optimization of Physical Properties and Biodegradability

Hydrogels prepared with alginate of high molecular weight (HMW) show stronger and useful
mechanical properties than those fabricated with biomaterial of low molecular weight (LMW).
However, solutions of the HMW polymer can be too viscous, and this phenomenon is often problematic
in terms of cell distribution in the solutions [62]. The therapeutic cells suspended in the viscous
polymer solutions are also likely damaged by high shear forces generated during mixing and injection
processes, leading to decreased therapeutic efficacy of the cells [63]. Thus, there have been needs to
decouple the relationship between mechanical properties and viscosity of the alginate solutions for
establishing optimized physical properties of alginate hydrogels and incorporating therapeutic cells
without undesirable effects on them simultaneously.

To achieve a breakthrough to address this problem, a strategy of manipulating the molecular
weight of alginate and its distribution has been devised by Kong et al. [23]. They used HMW alginate
rich in GG-blocks and (LMW) alginate made by γ-irradiating the HMW polymer. The length of
GG-blocks of the LMW alginate was maintained as that of the HMW alginate as the γ-irradiation could
break down MG-blocks and MM-blocks selectively due to the lower stiffness of the blocks than that
of GG-blocks [64]. The HMW alginate contributes mainly to increasing the viscosity of the polymer
solution as they are entangled each other, thereby increasing the relaxation. In contrast, the LMW
alginate can avoid the strong physical interactions occurred between the HMW alginate molecules
and accordingly did not increase the viscosity of the solution significantly. However, the hydrogels
prepared with the LMW alginate could possess appropriate mechanical properties because the LMW
alginate retained a capability to form mechanically strong hydrogels due to the conserved GG-blocks
after the γ-irradiation process. With these principles, alginate solutions exhibit low viscosity before
gelation, facilitating uniform cell distribution without significant physical damage to the cells, and
hydrogels prepared with them possess proper mechanical characteristics. Thus, this strategy can be
useful to independently control the viscosity of alginate solutions and the mechanical properties of
its hydrogel.

As for biodegradability of alginate, it is inherently non-biodegradable in mammals as they
lack enzymes cleaving the polymer chains. Although alginate hydrogels crosslinked by calcium
cations can be dissolved by the exchange of the divalent ions with monovalent ions existing in the
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surrounding media, many commercially available alginates cannot be completely removed from the
body. The reason for this is because molecular sizes of the alginates are greater than the molecular
weight limits of the renal clearance [65]. Thus, dissolution rates of alginate hydrogels have typically
been controlled by varying concentrations and molecular weights of the biomaterial used. However,
both of the factors significantly affect the mechanical properties of the alginate hydrogels, thereby
limiting the controllability of dissolution rates of the hydrogels.

As a strategy to render alginate biodegradable, alginates have been partially oxidized. Sodium
periodate has typically been utilized to oxidize alginate. The oxidation by sodium periodate cleaves
the carbon–carbon bond of cis-diol group in the urinate residue, thereby enabling the oxidized alginate
to be degraded [6]. The oxidation of alginate does not impair the capability of the polymer to form gels
in the presence of divalent cations [6]. As such, hydrogels prepared with the oxidized alginates have
demonstrated the promise as cell delivery systems and scaffolds for various cell therapy applications.

Beyond only rendering alginate biodegradable, many efforts have been made to decouple the
interdependence between the biodegradability and mechanical properties of alginate hydrogels [24–26].
For example, Lee et al. prepared hydrogels with poly(aldehyde guluronate) (PAG) composed of
only β-D-guluronate residues covalently crosslinked using adipic acid dihydrazide (AAD) [24].
By the crosslinking reaction, hydrazone bonds labile to hydrolysis are formed. In the study, despite
the LMW of PAG (5,700 Da) and the low crosslinking density, the hydrogels exhibited a retarded
degradation behavior despite their low crosslinking density. This property of PAG hydrogels goes
against the common relationship between degradation rate and crosslinking density of polymer
hydrogels. The mechanism for this was that the large number of single-end ADD molecules, caused by
the high concentration of ADD, allowed re-cross-linking of PAG strand when the hydrazine bonds
in the crosslinked polymers were hydrolyzed, thereby delaying their degradation. These results
demonstrated the possibility that alginate hydrogels with weak mechanical properties can possess
slow biodegradation rates.

There is another study on alginate hydrogels of which mechanical properties and degradation rates
are independently controlled [25]. In the study, alginate hydrogels composed of two partially oxidized
alginates having a two-fold difference in molecular weight were investigated. The LMW alginate was
produced from the HMW alginate using a method that does not change the length of G-blocks, which
exclusively contribute to the gelation of alginate. When preparing alginate hydrogels using only the
HMW alginate, although the hydrolytic chain breakage occurred, it did not cause complete separation
of the chains due to the intrinsic chemical structure of the HMW alginate. In contrast, for the hydrogels
fabricated with both the HMW and LMW alginates, the complete chain breakage was achieved quickly
because the presence of the LMW alginate in the hydrogels made the separation of the polymer chains
easier. In addition, the G-blocks of the LMW alginate having the same length to that of the high MW
alginate contributed to retaining the mechanical properties of the hydrogels. Likewise, in vivo study,
the binary oxidized gels injected into mice were degraded more rapidly than the gels prepared only
with the high MW alginate, leading to more successful formation of bone tissue, as characterized by
more cells, matrix, and tissue resembling bone in tissue sections.

Another report has suggested a different strategy of using alginates having different length of
G blocks in the polymer chains [26]. Owing to the difference in the length of G-blocks, the size
mismatch between ionically crosslinking blocks in polymer chains occurred, and this phenomenon
promoted the exchange process between the divalent cations and the monovalent cations present in the
surrounding medium. This is probably due to a crosslinking junction formed in the gel above which
prevented the carboxylic acids from participating in the crosslinking, thereby increasing the hydrophilic
property of the junction. In this situation, the monovalent cations can replace the divalent cations
maintaining the crosslinking state of the polymer chains more easily, resulting in the dissociation
between the G blocks. However, there was no significant decrease in the elastic modulus and swelling
ratio, indicating the size mismatch between G-blocks in polymer chains did not affect the mechanical
properties largely. They also showed the improved cartilage tissue formation in vivo with the alginate
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having different length of G-blocks. These studies together suggest alginate hydrogels capable of
independently controlling their biodegradation rate and mechanical properties are promising for
obtaining better cell therapy results.

2.1.2. Stimuli-Responsive Alginate Systems for Cell Therapy Applications

Stimuli-responsive polymeric systems indicate polymer-based formulations that can react to
small changes in the environment such as pH, temperature, and magnetic or electrical signals, thereby
varying their properties in a multidirectional way. Such sensitivity to external stimuli makes the
polymeric material-based systems cope with various situations in a way to achieve their ultimate goal
effectively. Due to their versatility, stimuli-responsive polymers have increasingly been exploited in
the biomedical field. In particular, many researchers in the cell therapy field have used biocompatible
materials and stimuli-responsive polymers compositely as such approaches provide outstanding
performance without having undesirable effects on cells or host. In this context, as biocompatible
and biologically active materials, marine biomaterials such as alginate and chitosan have actively
been explored with stimuli-responsive polymers for cell therapy applications. In this section, some
important cases of alginate-based stimuli-responsive systems that have shown successful outcomes in
cell therapy field are discussed.

Thermo-Responsive Alginate Systems

Thermo-responsive polymers can be chemically grafted onto marine biopolymers or
physically mixed with the polymers such as alginate and chitosan, thereby conferring
thermo-responsiveness on the marine biopolymers or the hydrogels composed of the polymers [27].
There are two thermo-responsive polymers primarily preferred for cell therapy purposes:
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) and Pluronic F127. PNIPAAm is a well-known
thermo-responsive polymer. Gelation of this polymer solution occurs when the temperature increase
above the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) [66]. The mechanism of the phase transition of
PNIPAAm by temperature changes is based on thermally induced release of water molecules bound to
the isopropyl side groups of the polymer structure above its LCST, which leads to enhancement of
hydrophobic interactions between isopropyl groups [28,67]. Pluronic F127 is also used to design
thermo-sensitive marine biopolymer hydrogels. Pluronic F127 is a thermo-responsive triblock
copolymer consisting of a central hydrophobic block of polypropylene oxide (PPO) franked by
two hydrophilic blocks of polyethylene oxide (PEO). It is thus hydrophilic and can be used as a
non-ionic surfactant. The thermo-responsive property of this polymer depends on its molecular
weight and ratio between PEO and PPO [68]. Similar to PNIPAAm, temperature-dependent change
in the structure of water surrounding the PPO blocks contributes the gelation behavior of Pluronic
F127 [69,70]. Pluronic F127 has been shown to be non-irritant and cytocompatible with a variety of cell
types [71,72]. The polymer is regarded as safe and one of the very few synthetic polymers approved
by the FDA for clinical applications [73,74].

The thermo-responsive hydrogels can be harnessed as injectable hydrogels and cell culturing
platforms. For injectable hydrogels, they can be administered to the body with minimal
invasiveness and possess advantages such as site specific introduction, cost effectiveness, and
patient convenience [75,76]. On the other hand, by using the cell culturing systems composed of
marine biopolymers modified with thermo-responsive polymers, the cultured cells can be harvested
as an intact state, i.e., maintaining the ECM as trypsin treatment is not necessary during the
harvesting process [67]. By combining the advantages of marine biopolymers such as biocompatibility,
biodegradability, and various biochemical activities, and the thermo-sensitive polymers, one can
fabricate the scaffolds or cell vehicle systems with promising functionalities for cell culture and delivery.

For instance, Abdi et al. modified alginate with Pluronic F127 for cell injection applications [27].
They designed a blended hydrogel composed of alginate, Pluronic F127, and hyaluronic acid to
combine benefits of the natural biomaterials and the thermo-responsive polymer. By blending the
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polymers, in situ characteristics and the native microenvironment for maintaining cell functions
were simultaneously achieved. The hydrogels were prepared using aqueous solvents under mild
temperature conditions, minimizing undesirable effects on the functions and viability of skeletal muscle
cells entrapped within. The composite hydrogels showed flow behavior under non-physiological
temperature (22 ˝C) and formed gels at the physiological temperature (37 ˝C). When the skeletal
muscle cells were cultured on the Pluronic F127 hydrogels, 60% of viability was achieved. However, in
the hydrogels composed of Pluronic F127 and alginate, the cell viability was increased to 80% probably
due to the biochemical cues of alginate exposed to the cells cultured. In addition, in the case of the
hydrogels prepared with Pluronic F127, alginate, and hyaluronic acid, they demonstrated excellent
biocompatibility with almost 100% cell viability. The reason for this might be because hyaluronic acid,
the main component of ECM, provided a more favorable environment to the cells, thereby supporting
cell growth and proliferation [77,78]. When the polymer–cell mixture was injected to BALB/c nu/nu
mice, the gel formation was clearly observed on the skin of each nude-mouse. Furthermore, muscle
tissue-like mass and some sign of vascularization were also observed, indicating the bio-functionality
of the hydrogels could promote the cellular activities. H & E staining also demonstrated the adhesion
and spreading of the cells inside the hydrogels.

Tan et al. also developed thermo-sensitive alginate-based injectable hydrogels [29]. They
synthesized a thermo-sensitive comb-like polymer with alginate as the backbone and PNIPAAm
as pendant group by coupling carboxylic end-capped PNIPAAm to aminated alginate through
amide bond linkages with purposes to improve controllability of degradation rates and develop
cytocompatible and injectable hydrogels for cell therapy applications. As a result, hydrogels composed
of aminated alginate-g-PNIPAAm (AAlg-g-PNIPAAm) exhibited sol-gel phase transition behavior
when they were evaluated rheologically. The viscosity of the hydrogels was decreased as temperature
was increased from 25 to 37 ˝C. In particular, from 34 to 36 ˝C, the viscosity of the hydrogels increased
dramatically since the aqueous solution of the AAlg-g-PNIPAAm transformed to elastic hydrogels. The
AAlg-g-PNIPAAm hydrogels also showed a controllable degradation rate. The degradation rate of the
hydrogels increased with increasing the portion of PNIPAAm grafted at 37 ˝C, implying the PNIPAAm
modification can be utilized to improve the controllability of alginate hydrogels. In terms of cell
distribution and cytocompatibility within AAlg-g-PNIPAAm hydrogels, human bone mesenchymal
stem cells (hBMSCs) could be uniformly distributed, survive well and proliferate in the hydrogels
during the culture period. Moreover, the thermo-sensitive alginate hydrogels preserved the cell
viability better than the unmodified alginate hydrogel. The reason for this might be because the
microstructure and high water content of AAlg-g-PNIPAAm hydrogels were very similar to the
natural ECM of tissues, thereby supporting cell survival and proliferation. Together, the studies
indicate that thermo-responsive alginate hydrogels have great potential in cell therapy applications.

Magnetically Responsive Alginate Systems

Although cellular delivery systems composed of marine biomaterials have extensively been
studied, in most cases, cell release and delivery from those systems have depended only on passive cell
diffusion, natural cell migration, and biomaterial degradation. In such manner, on-demand cell release
or cellular delivery to selective localities can hardly be achieved. For this reason, novel strategies for
the active cell delivery have increasingly been developed. Among the recently devised strategies for
efficient cell transport, magnetic cellular delivery systems have shown great promise.

For the last several years, hydrogels consisting of alginate and iron oxide particles, called also
ferrogels, have been investigated for on-demand cell delivery purposes [30,31]. Ferrogels are magnetic
field responsive hydrogels and typically consist of a polymer matrix incorporating iron oxide particles,
commonly magnetite or maghemite. The hydrogels can be deformed remotely under the application
of a non-uniform external magnetic field, thereby releasing drug, bioactive materials, and cells in a
non-invasive and precisely timed manner.
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For instance, Zhao et al. developed deformable ferrogels under magnetic field, thereby releasing
therapeutic cells entrapped within the gels [30]. They fabricated macroporous RGD-modified alginate
hydrogels incorporating the magnetic particles. Under the influence of non-uniform external magnetic
field, a body force is applied to the ferrogels proportionally to the gradient of the magnetic force,
leading to the deformation of the gels [79,80]. The therapeutic cells entrapped within the ferrogels are
then released from the gels probably by the water convection and associated shear forces generated
during the deformation procedure of the gels’ 3D structure. Indeed, they seeded human dermal
fibroblasts within the ferrogels prepared in the study, and it was found that the magnetic stimulation
promoted the cell release from the gels successfully both in vitro and in vivo model. In addition, the cell
release could be controlled by varying the RGD density on the surface of the ferrogels. The lower RGD
densities provide weaker cell adhesion to the ferrogels, leading to more facile cell detachment and
resulting in fast release from the gels [81]. The cell release can also be controlled by other parameters
such as the strength of applied magnetic field, number of magnetic cycles, and frequency of magnetic
stimulation. In terms of the viability and functionality of the cells entrapped within and released
from the magnetic hydrogels, it was found that more than 95% of the cells released were viable and
proliferated successfully to a confluent state. Thus, they demonstrated the promise of alginate-based
hydrogels incorporating magnetic particles and modified with the cell adhesion amino acid sequences
for on-demand and active cell delivery.

However, when the alginate-based ferrogels are scaled down to smaller sizes to meet some specific
conditions, it is challenging to achieve the deformation of the gels enough to release the therapeutic
cells due to: (i) the reduced amount of iron oxide particles available; (ii) the reduced magnetic field
gradient applied to the magnetic particles; and (iii) the reduced pore size associated with the scale
down of the ferrogels. Thus, to deform the ferrogels with smaller sizes significantly, the content of
iron oxide within the gels needs to be increased. In this case, however, the risk of toxicity generated
by the iron oxide particles is also increased, which are undesirable for the cell delivery purposes [82].
Moreover, the increased amount of the iron oxide particles can render the ferrogels stiffer than intended,
potentially resulting in unwanted changes in cell fate [83,84]. To address these problems, Cezar et al.
developed biphasic ferrogels where the iron oxide particles are distributed at one side of the gels [31].
To prepare the biphasic ferrogels, the alginate solution containing iron oxide particles was subjected to
a vertical magnetic field gradient during polymerization procedure. As the resulting biphasic ferrogels
possess macroporous structure and simultaneously sufficient amounts of iron oxide particles to induce
the deformation of the gels, they could release cells entrapped within them and maintain softness.
As a matter of fact, the biphasic ferrogels demonstrated a 2.4-fold increased deformation compared to
monophasic ferrogels containing the same amount of iron oxide particles. Thus, the problems that
occurred with the miniaturization of the ferrogels could be addressed.

On the other hand, Janus alginate hydrogel particles were developed by Zhao et al. to reduce
undesirable interactions between therapeutic cells and magnetic particles encapsulated in the state
of being encapsulated [32]. Janus particles are anisotropic particles having distinct compositions in
each hemisphere [85,86]. One can confer Janus particles diverse functions by altering the asymmetric
property. In the study, cells and magnetic nanoparticles could be encapsulated in each hemisphere
of the Janus alginate hydrogels’ particles using a microfluidic technique. They demonstrated the
possibility of remote control over the Janus alginate particles under the application of external magnetic
field by using a microchip with the nickel array. In addition, the Janus alginate particles showed
non-significant toxicity to the encapsulated cells with about 10% lower viability than those in ordinary
alginate hydrogel sheets. The Janus alginate particles thus can be potentially used as a carrier of
therapeutic cells for a variety of applications such as targeted delivery based on magnetic control.
Thus, the magnetically responsive alginate is a promising candidate for active and targeted cell delivery.
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2.1.3. Platforms for Cell Delivery and Tissue Engineering

Hydrogels

Hydrogels are generally composed of hydrophilic polymers with three-dimensionally cross-linked
networks and high water contents [66,78]. Hydrogels have widely been exploited in the tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine fields because they have various advantageous properties for
incorporating the therapeutic cells. Hydrogels can typically be prepared in mild processing conditions
and offer cell-friendly environments to the encapsulated cells. In addition, they present high water
content, soft and viscoelastic properties, and functional and structural similarities to the ECM of human
tissues [66,87]. In particular, hydrogels consisting of natural biopolymers can be recognized by the
biological environment as biological macromolecules [88]. In the last decades, alginate has extensively
been used to prepare hydrogels for cell therapy applications as the biomaterial is biocompatible and
can be fabricated to hydrogels under a mild gelation process. Nonetheless, conventional alginate
hydrogels do not meet all the conditions required for successful cell delivery and tissue regenerations.
In this context, a variety of approaches for maximizing the potential of alginate hydrogels for cell
therapy have been devised.

For instance, alginate hydrogels have been modified to be injectable. In general, injectable
hydrogel compositions are in the state of solutions prior to administration and implantation to the
body, while conventional hydrogel formulations are pre-gelled before use. Injectable hydrogels provide
several advantages over preformed hydrogel-based approaches for clinical applications. The injectable
hydrogel systems are liquid state before injection to the human body, but they become hydrogels
under the physiological environment. They can thus be transferred to the body with minimally
invasive methodologies, thereby augmenting patient comfort and leading to faster recovery and
lower healthcare costs [89]. Other than these features, the injectable hydrogel systems provide several
additional advantages: (i) facile distribution of therapeutic cells within the hydrogels; (ii) simple
procedure of injection to the body; (iii) adaptable filling of defects present around in the tissues of
interest; (iv) site specific delivery of the cells [90–93]. Owing to these benefits, the injectable hydrogels
have widely been studied as cell carriers for in vivo tissue engineering, and also regarded as one of the
most ideal cell delivery systems for clinical applications.

To date, naturally derived polymers have extensively been studied as fundamental materials
for preparing injectable hydrogels for cell therapy applications because their chemical structures are
analogous to the natural ECM, thereby offering cell-friendly environments with a variety of biochemical
signals. Understandably, the marine biomaterials such as alginate have been exploited to fabricate
injectable hydrogels since they also provide biological signals necessary for maintaining normal
cellular activities. Due to these advantages of the marine biopolymers, they have extensively been
studied as base materials to prepare injectable hydrogels for cell therapy applications. For alginate,
for example, Kim et al. demonstrated injectable hydrogels as a suitable delivery system for human
adipose-derived stem cells (hADSCs) to engineer adipose tissue [94]. The study was performed to
overcome an obstacle that the adipocytes differentiated from hADSCs can readily spread from the
recipient site, which prevents organizing and constructing the adipose tissues from the cells, unless
using an appropriate cellular carrier. To fabricate the injectable alginate hydrogels for the adipose tissue
engineering application, an internal gelation strategy was utilized [52,59]. They used HMW alginate
and LMW alginate obtained by γ-irradiating the HMW alginate. The two types of alginate were
then oxidized by treatment with sodium periodate to confer the polysaccharides’ biodegradability by
enzymes, followed by conjugating peptide sequences for cell adhesion using a carbodiimide chemistry.
The modified alginate solutions containing pre-differentiated cells from the hADSCs were successfully
gelled by aqueous slurry of calcium sulfate after being injected into the abdomen of each male nude
mice. As a consequence, the gel formed did not migrate away from the injection location, or invade
the nearby tissues. There were no any undesirable symptoms such as inflammation, swelling, or
redness. At the time of harvesting the newly formed tissue, a well-organized adipose tissue was
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observed with evidence of neovascularization, while the cells injected without gel carrier (control)
showed no tissue formation at sacrifice. In addition, expression of markers for the adipose tissue
was detected such as peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma and adiponectin. Thus, the
injectable alginate hydrogels demonstrated potential for engineering the adipose tissues with their
intrinsic characteristics.

Bidarra et al. also studied injectable alginate hydrogels for the delivery of endothelial cells [93].
They also prepared the injectable alginate matrix using HMW and LMW alginate oxidized with sodium
periodate and grafted with peptide sequences for cell adhesion. Calcium carbonate was used for
gelation of the modified alginate solution, and the gelling process triggered by glucono-δ-lactone added
to decrease pH, thereby causing the calcium carbonate to dissolve under the simulated physiological
conditions examined. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) then were cultured within
the alginate hydrogels. As a result, the alginate hydrogels demonstrated the contour-adaptability
when casted in different molds. The alginate matrix modified with the RGD sequences also showed
better cytocompatibility compared to unmodified alginate hydrogels. In addition, expression of
angiopoietin-2, a family of angiogenic modulators almost exclusively produced by endothelial cells,
was detected by an RT-qPCR assay, substantiating the functionality of the cells cultured. Combining
these results, the injectable alginate hydrogel was found to be promising as a vehicle for vascular
cell-based therapy application.

Different from the aforementioned injectable alginate hydrogels prepared with internal gelation
methods using calcium cations for alginate crosslinking, covalently crosslinked shape-memory
alginate hydrogels also have been developed as injectable hydrogel systems for cell therapy [95,96].
Thornton et al. demonstrated the potential of the shape-memorizing alginate hydrogels as a bulking
agent that can be injected with minimal invasiveness [95]. The hydrogels were prepared by standard
carbodiimide chemistry using 1-ethyl-(dimethyl aminopropyl) carbodiimide, 1-hydroxybenzotriazole
and the bifunctional cross-linker AAD [97]. They could be formed into various 3D shapes such as
disc, rectangle, and triangle and the shapes retained their geometry after the lyophilization process.
The hydrogels freeze-dried were then physically compressed to a cylindrical form and regained
their initial shape after being exposed to water of PBS, indicating their shape memorizing ability.
These shape memorizing characteristics of the hydrogels were also observed in in vivo study. When
retrieving the shape memorizing scaffolds, they displayed high fidelity with regard to shape recovery
and maintenance in vivo. In contrast, alginate implants crosslinked with calcium ions showed irregular
shape. In terms of cell infiltration into the scaffolds and proliferation, mature fibrous tissue was
observed in the injectable alginate matrix, exhibiting fibroblasts, ECM, and neo-vascular tissues.
However, cell migration was only observed between the fragments of calcium alginate gel and the
cells did not infiltrate the gel. Combining these results together, the covalently crosslinked alginate
hydrogels having shape retaining ability have the potential as an injectable hydrogel scaffolds as
they provide adequate 3D environments to the cells for infiltration into the gels and organization of
tissues by retaining their shape and porous structure as well as their delivery procedure in a minimally
invasive manner.

More recently, Wang et al. reported advanced shape-memory alginate systems for cell and growth
factor delivery [96]. In addition to the shape recovering ability, their injectable alginate scaffolds was
designed to have biodegradability that can be adjusted according to the same time frame as new
tissue formation, a surface structure to support optimal affinity of seeded cells, and capacity to release
growth factors to promote tissue regeneration. To achieve these characteristics, they used LMW and
HMW alginate oxidized for increasing susceptibility to hydrolysis and modified with RGD sequences
to fabricate the injectable alginate scaffolds, and then incorporated insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1)
into the scaffolds. The alginate scaffolds after rehydration exhibited good shape memorizing ability
evaluated with swelling ratio and porosity. Moreover, mouse myoblasts used as model cells were
found to reside not only on the surface of the scaffold but also inside the scaffold at least 100 µm depth
and also formed cell clusters, implying the scaffolds provided a proper 3D structure for cell infiltration
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into the matrix and proliferation. For biodegradation rate, it could be controlled depending on the
oxidation degree of the alginate. The incorporated IGF-1 also was observed to be released from the
scaffolds in a sustained manner for approximately two weeks. Overall, this study demonstrated the
potential of the multifunctional injectable scaffold for tissue engineering applications.

Nanofibrous Matrices

Collagen is one of the major components of ECM and has a fibrous structure with fibrils of
varying diameters (50–500 nm). This component of ECM affects cell behaviors by facilitating cell
attachment to the matrix of fibrous structures and promoting cellular activities. The cells attached
to the matrix can retain their normal phenotype and grow along the fiber orientation. Moreover,
the collagen fibrils contribute to retain the mechanical resistance of some tissues including the skin.
Thus, the existence of the ECM’s fibrous structure is critical for normal cell activities such as cellular
assembly and proliferation and mechanical properties of tissues [98]. To simulate this fibrous structure
of ECM, nanofibrous scaffolds have increasingly been developed in recent years. Several techniques for
fabricating nanofibers have been developed such as electrospinning, self-assembly, phase separation,
and template synthesis. Among them, electrospinning has been regarded as an efficient and established
technique capable of producing nanofibers by electrically charging a suspended droplet of polymer
melt or solution. With this technique, a single polymer of synthetic or natural origin can be fabricated
to nanofibrous scaffolds and, also, so can composite polymers.

Marine biomaterials have been fabricated to nanofibrous matrices by many researchers, and
explored for various tissue engineering applications such as bone, cartilage, and skin tissue
regeneration. Alginate is one of the great candidates for preparing nanofibrous matrices for tissue
engineering. Jeong et al. demonstrated the promise of the electrospun alginate nanofibers with
defined nanoscale architecture and cell adhesive properties for tissue regeneration applications [14].
They covalently coupled alginate with peptides having a cell adhesive sequence as alginate itself is
not adhesive to cells. When preparing the alginate nanofibers, they blended alginate with PEO as the
marine biopolymer cannot be electrospun alone due to a lack of chain entanglements [99]. Human
dermal fibroblasts seeded within the alginate nanofiber modified with the RGD sequences exhibited
spreading on the nanofiber, indicating the cells could adhere to the scaffolds well while few cells
associated with the unmodified alginate nanofibers showed a round shape and did not attach to or
spread on the nanofibers. In addition, a live/dead staining revealed the cells seeded on the modified
alginate nanofibers extensively proliferated, and almost all the cells were viable.

Alginate has also been fabricated to core-shell nanofibrous matrices for tissue engineering
applications by Ma et al. [15]. Core-shell nanofibers are promising in terms of their capability of
incorporating drugs or bioactive molecules within the fibers [100]. This feature of core-shell nanofibers
can be used to control cell behaviors more predictably. TEM images they obtained showed that
alginate nanofibers were properly wrapped by the shell material PEO. Fibroblasts seeded within the
core-shell alginate/PEO nanofibers attached on the nanofiber membranes and showed elongated and
spindle-like morphology. The reason for this result may be attributed to the short-inter-nanofiber
distance and high surface density of the nanofibers, which facilitate cell adhesion and spreading across
the neighbor nanofibers [101]. The cells also could retain their viability in the nanofibrous scaffolds,
indicating non-cytotoxicity of the core-shell nanofibers. Combining the biocompatibility of alginate
and ECM-simulating physical structure of nanofibers, alginate-based nanofibers thus showed the great
potential for tissue engineering applications.

Multilayer Microcapsules

During cell cultivation processes for cell therapy, therapeutics cells have not often maintained
their viability and function. Even if the cells were successfully engineered to tissues, the tissues could
be readily damaged during transplantation procedures. In addition, it is a great challenge to properly
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control the cells implanted inside the body. Thus, there has increasingly been need for effective
strategies to overcome such hurdles.

One of the most promising approaches for addressing these problems is to exploit cell delivery
systems or scaffolds composed of biopolymers having similarities with the natural ECM. As described
above, ECM contains various proteins including the adhesion proteins and small bioactive molecules.
ECM also influences all normal cell activities such as movement, development, repair, and regeneration.
The existence of ECM is thus extremely crucial for cells.

Although numerous cell delivery systems and scaffolds have demonstrated improved outcomes,
they were often fabricated in conditions intolerable to therapeutic cells, and could not efficiently
accommodate cells during preparation or cell seeding procedures. Moreover, due to their voluminous
nature, conventional cell delivery systems or scaffolds were not properly applied in some situations.
In particular, when applying the biomaterial-based cell delivery systems or scaffolds to clinical practice,
such defects could be more problematic.

In this context, multilayer microcapsule strategies have increasingly received interest as an
alternative for conventional platforms for cell delivery and tissue engineering. Using the multilayer
microcapsule approach, therapeutic cells can be safely encapsulated by very thin biomaterial-based
envelopes simulating properties of natural ECM such as physical strength, viscoelasticity, porosity,
and bioactive cues. In addition, the volume of cells multilayered with the biopolymer envelopes
is much lower than that of common hydrogels and microparticular systems incorporating cells,
thereby providing a smooth diffusive environment for gases and nutrients and greater possibility for
application to clinical practice.

Alginate has been employed in multilayer microcapsule strategies due to its good biocompatibility
and capability to form multilayers with other polymeric materials exhibiting positive charges under
aqueous conditions. Miura et al. reported a novel approach to microencapsulate islets with a
layer-by-layer technique using sodium alginate and poly(L-lysine) [18]. They at first modified the
surface property of each cell using poly(ethylene glycol)-phospholipid (PEG-lipid) conjugates for
protein anchoring. The PEG chains oriented towards outside of the cells exhibited positive charges.
They added a solution of sodium alginate, exhibiting negative charges, to the PEG-lipid-modified
islet suspension to form first layer on the surface of the islets. The islets were then exposed to a
solution of poly(L-lysine) exhibiting positive charges to establish a second layer. These procedures
were repeated to make multilayers composed of the ionic polymeric materials on the surface of
the islets. Multilayer microcapsules were found to be successfully formed without a decrease in cell
viability and significant increase in volume. The glucose stimulation test also confirmed that the insulin
secreting ability of the islets was preserved after the multi-layering process. Other than this study,
multilayer microcapsule approaches using alginate have been investigated for various applications
such as transplantation device, immune protection, and stem cell therapy [102,103]. The significance
of the multilayer microcapsule approaches for cell therapy applications would likely be greater in the
future due to their unique advantages such as provision of minimally voluminal property, smooth,
diffusive environments for cells, and capability to accurately recreate cell niche.

2.2. Chitosan

Chitosan is a copolymer of β-(1Ñ4)-linked 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose and
2-amino-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose as presented in Figure 3. The marine polysaccharide is not
extensively present in nature, but can be obtained by deacetylation of the naturally occurring chitin
extracted from the exoskeleton of marine organisms, mainly crabs and shrimps [104]. A distinguishing
difference between chitin and chitosan is that the latter can form polyelectrolyte complexes due to
its high cationicity (at least deacetylation degree of 60%) [105–107]. The presence of amino groups
of the D-glucosamine residues in the chemical structure of chitosan generated by the deacetylation
process makes chitosan positively charged in diluted acidic aqueous solutions (pH<6) [108]. It is a
helpful property because the mechanical properties of chitosan-based cell delivery systems can be
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improved by the polyelectrolyte complexation under mild conditions to therapeutic cells. Indeed,
chitosan is the only polysaccharide obtained from natural sources that can be positively charged [109].
Furthermore, the amino groups of D-glucosamine residues of chitosan can react with aldehyde groups
of other molecules through reductive amination [110]. This reactivity of chitosan enables the marine
polysaccharide to form stable covalent bonding with other molecules, particularly crosslinking agents
such as genipin and glutaraldehyde used to modify its physicochemical properties [111].Mar. Drugs 2016, 14, x  17 of 36 
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Chitosan can also readily be fabricated to a variety of micromorphologies such as microspheres,
fibers, and films from its acidic aqueous solutions [112]. The excellent ability to form porous
structures simply by freezing and lyophilizing its solutions also makes chitosan a versatile biopolymer
for tissue engineering, particularly in orthopedics for cartilage [113] and bone regeneration [114].
In addition to these advantages, chitosan possesses other noteworthy properties such as antibacterial
activity [115,116], mucoadhesive [117], analgesic [118], and hemostatic properties [119]. The biodegradation
rate of chitosan can also be simply controlled by varying its molecular weight and deacetylation
degree [120,121]. The degradation products of chitosan are N-acetyl-glucosamine and glucosamine,
natural constituents of the human body, and thus bioabsorbable [122,123]. Chitosan has shown good
biocompatibility [124], and was approved by the FDA for use in wound dressings [125]. All these
distinct advantages together indicate chitosan is one of the most remarkable candidates for cell therapy
applications. However, similar to other biomaterials, in most cases, the requirements for cell therapy
applications cannot be fulfilled by chitosan alone. Therefore, multifaceted strategies are necessary to
maximize the utility of chitosan as a key biomaterial for satisfactory outcomes of cell therapy.

2.2.1. Strategies for Designing Chitosan-Based Systems for Cell Therapy Applications

Enhancement of Cell Adhesiveness Using RGD Peptides

Although chitosan possess good biocompatibility and biodegradability, it also lacks bioactive
signals for cell attachment, growth, and differentiation. In order to overcome this drawback, chitosan
needs to be conjugated with the cell binding peptides. For this reason, chitosan also has been conjugated
with the RGD amino acid sequences. Tsai et al. investigated RGD-modified three dimensional
crosslinked chitosan scaffolds for bone tissue engineering [12]. To fabricate the chitosan scaffolds
in which the peptides are uniformly distributed, they used mixtures of unmodified chitosan and
two chitosan derivatives: one containing photoreactive azido groups for UV crosslinking and the other
conjugated with RGD peptides. The mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) cultured in the RGD-conjugated
chitosan scaffolds prepared displayed elongated and spread morphology indicating they attached and
spread well in the scaffolds while few cells were observed to attach and spread on the unmodified
chitosan scaffolds. Furthermore, the MSCs cultured in the RGD-conjugated chitosan scaffolds showed
a higher proliferation rate and more improved osteogenic differentiation, confirmed by several early
and late osteogenic markers such as alkaline phosphatase [126], Runx2 [127], and osteocalcin [128],
than those cultured in the control scaffolds.

RGD-modified chitosan has also been exploited for application in bone tissue engineering [13].
Scaffolds for bone tissue engineering were prepared using chitosan and hydroxyapatite (HA),
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a naturally occurring mineral form preferred for the stimulation of bone ingrowth, compositely. RGD
peptides were then physically adsorbed to the scaffolds by immersing the scaffolds in RGD solutions.
The bone marrow stromal cells were found to be adhered to the RGD-modified chitosan/HA scaffolds
well, exhibiting a cell adhesion rate of around 80% for 4 h. This result indicates the RGD modification
enhanced the cell affinity to the scaffolds. From a Live/Dead cell assay, it was observed that the cells
were entirely viable and evenly distributed on the scaffolds, indicating the high cytocompatibility of
the RGD-modified scaffolds. The cells also displayed a flattened polygonal shape and pseudopodia,
and formed ECM. The elevated levels of alkaline phosphatase activity were confirmed from the cells
on the RGD-modified chitosan/HA scaffolds, meaning the cells differentiated toward an osteogenic
phenotype. From rabbit models with radial bone defects, the formation of bone tissue after eight weeks’
implantation of the RGD-modified scaffolds was observed under an X-ray tomography. These studies
together indicate the RGD modification enhances the cell–scaffold interactions and promotes cell
adhesion to scaffolds, as well as proliferation, and differentiation.

Optimization of Mechanical Characteristics

Although chitosan is a potential biomaterial for various cell therapy applications owing to its
advantages such as biocompatibility, biodegradability, biological activities, and facile manipulation to
diverse morphologies, one of the main drawbacks of chitosan-based cell delivery systems or scaffolds
is their weak mechanical properties [129]. Chemical modifications have attracted great attention as a
tool for enhancing mechanical properties of chitosan-based systems for cell therapy. In general, the
chemical modification approaches have been carried out utilizing numerous amino and hydroxyl
side groups chitosan processes. By varying experimental settings, the mechanical properties of the
chitosan-based systems could be appropriately regulated. However, some reagents used to perform
chemical modifications of chitosan have been reported to exhibit cytotoxicity [130], and the outcomes
were sometimes not successful [131]. Thus, alternative strategies for reinforcing mechanical properties
of the chitosan-based systems have been required.

Recently, chitosan fibers have been explored to enhance mechanical properties of the
chitosan-based systems for cell therapy applications. Chitosan fibers with regular molecular
arrangement and high orientation degree usually possess excellent breakdown strength and breakdown
extension ratio [132]. Thus, mechanical properties of cell delivery systems or scaffolds can be reinforced
by incorporating chitosan fibers. For instance, mechanical properties of tubular chitosan scaffolds for
intestinal tissue engineering applications have been enhanced by circumferentially aligning chitosan
fibers around the scaffolds by Zakhem et al. [133]. They prepared tubular chitosan scaffolds with inner
fibers and/or outer fibers using a mold technique. As a result, the chitosan scaffolds incorporating
chitosan fibers exhibited enhanced mechanical properties such as tensile strength, Young’s modulus,
elongation at break, and burst pressure strength. Each value of the mechanical property parameters
were significantly low in the case of tubular chitosan scaffolds without chitosan fibers exhibited
compared to those of the native intestine. In contrast, the chitosan scaffolds on which chitosan fibers
were circumferentially aligned showed similar mechanical strength to the native intestine. Smooth
muscle cells aligned along the chitosan scaffolds with chitosan fibers successfully formed smooth
muscle sheets. The α-smooth muscle actin was also positively stained from the cells, indicating
preservation of smooth muscle phenotype.

In another study, variables affecting mechanical properties of chitosan fibers were investigated by
Albanna et al. [134]. They characterized the effects of acetic acid concentration in the chitosan solution,
pH of the coagulation bath, and annealing temperature on mechanical properties and crystallinity of
chitosan fibers prepared. When 2% acetic acid was used to prepare chitosan solutions, the diameter
of chitosan fibers fabricated was reduced and the mechanical properties were greatly enhanced.
The reason for this may be attributed to the complete dissolving of the chitosan powders within
the solution because a complete dissolving leads to the formation of chitosan fibers with a compact
and dominant crystalline structure. However, the excess amount of acetic acid causes the increase
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in hydrogen bonding and resulting loosely-packed and extended structure of the chitosan fibers.
Increasing the pH of the coagulation bath also resulted in compact and crystalline structure of chitosan
fibers, reinforcing their mechanical properties. When adjusting the annealing temperature to around
the glass transition temperature of chitosan, the mechanical strength of chitosan fibers prepared was
enhanced as the crystallization of chitosan occurred dominantly at the temperature condition. The cell
attachment and viability study demonstrated that the treatments for increasing mechanical strength
of chitosan fiber scaffolds did not affect their cell-compatibility properties. Thus, chitosan fibers
prepared under appropriate conditions can be used to reinforce intrinsic weak mechanical properties
of chitosan-based systems for cell therapy applications.

Control of Porous Structures

The existence of porous properties in biodegradable cell delivery systems or scaffolds is
extremely important because it facilitates the diffusion of nutrients and gases inside and outside
cells incorporated in the matrix [135] and affects the cell ingrowth and seeding efficiency in the
biodegradable substrate [136]. For this reason, efficient strategies for establishing porous structure in
chitosan-based cell delivery systems or scaffolds are needed. In the case of chitosan, freeze-drying
has been utilized as one of the most simple and effective methods for the purpose of producing such
porous chitosan-based systems [137]. During the freeze-drying procedure, phase separation within
chitosan solution occurs due to the difference between solubility of chitosan in the frozen and unfrozen
region. After a complete sublimation of the solvent, pores are produced in the space in which the
solvent existed prior to the sublimation stage.

For instance, Fang et al. prepared porous chitosan-based microspheres for cartilage regeneration
using a freeze-drying method [19]. The porosity and average pore sizes could be increased by increasing
the freezing temperature. This may be because the mass transfer rate is different at each temperature
and the phase separation phenomenon occurred differently [138]. At´20 ˝C, the chitosan microspheres
exhibited an average pore diameter of around 47 µm, which is in optimal range of pore diameter
for cell seeding and growth in microcarriers [139,140]. In vitro study, mouse chondrocytes were
found to be seeded and infiltrated well within the chitosan microspheres. The cells could retain their
viability without significant decrease and proliferated successfully showing significantly increased cell
numbers seven and 14 days after seeding. Freeze-drying can thus be usefully harnessed as a porous
structure-establishing method for cell therapy applications.

However, the restrictive porous microstructure made by freeze-drying approaches is sometimes
not ideal for cell therapy applications such as tissue engineering [141–143]. Other than the freeze-drying
method, although various methods for preparing porous biodegradable systems for cell therapy
applications have been developed such as gas forming [144], phase separation [145], and 3D
printing [146], they are not appropriate to be applied to acidic chitosan solutions [20]. As usable
alternatives to establish porous structure in chitosan-based systems for cell therapy applications,
solvent casting and particle leaching methods have extensively been utilized. In general solvent
casting and some leaching processes, a polymer is dissolved in an organic solvent and particles,
typically salts, with specific sizes and shapes, are then added to the solution. The solution containing
salts are usually placed in a mold to be shaped into final geometry. After evaporating the solvent, salts
within the hardened polymer matrix are dissolved out, leaving behind a porous structure. The main
advantage of this method is that porosity and pore size can be easily controlled by polymer/salt ratio
and size of salt particles [147]. However, if the sizes and shapes of particles leached from biodegradable
matrices are not uniform, it is difficult to obtain predictable pore sizes and shapes, which is undesirable
for reproducible outcomes of cell seeding, infiltration, and tissue regeneration.

In the case of chitosan, a salt with a low ionization degree under a diluted acidic solution
can only be used for establishing porous structure as the solvent for dissolving the polysaccharide
is water. For instance, there is a study where sodium acetate with a relatively low pKa (acetic acid = 4.76)
was used as a porogen for preparing porous chitosan scaffolds [20]. The chitosan scaffolds
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fabricated showed uniform pore structure and good interconnectivity up to 90%. The porosity and
interconnectivity could be controlled by varying the ratio of sodium acetate added. Cell adhesion on
the porous chitosan scaffolds was observed, and the cells could proliferate successfully. In addition, the
chitosan scaffolds with porous structure exhibited good mechanical properties in terms of mechanical
strength, elongation at break, and elasticity.

As such, the solvent casting and particle leaching method can be applied to establish porous
structure in chitosan-based systems. Nonetheless, this approach has also drawbacks such as its
time-consuming procedure and limited controllability of pore sizes and shape. Therefore, there is still
a need to develop strategies to fabricate porous chitosan systems with more simple procedures and
controllable porous properties.

2.2.2. Stimuli-Responsive Chitosan Systems for Cell Therapy Applications

Thermo-Responsive Chitosan Systems

As introduced in Section 2.1.2, thermo-responsive biomaterial-based systems are usefully
exploited to fabricate injectable hydrogels and cell culturing platforms. Owing to the advantages of
chitosan as a biomaterial for cell therapy applications, the marine biomaterial has been used to prepare
thermo-responsive systems.

Wang et al. developed the thermo-responsive hydrogels using copolymerized polymers composed
of acrylic acid-derivatized chitosan (CSA) and NIPAAm (poly(NIPAAm-co-CSA) [67]. The hydrogels
composed of the poly(NIPAAm-co-CSA) were designed to achieve enhanced cell attachment and
growth and a much more rapid cell sheet detachment for facile harvest of cultured cells. As a result,
the degree of cell adhesion and spreading of the cultured model cells was greater on the copolymerized
hydrogels than that obtained from PNIPAAm hydrogels without chitosan. The poly(NIPAAm-co-CSA)
hydrogels exhibited much more cells adhering to the substrate when evaluated by a hemocytometer,
SEM observation, and MTT assay. Furthermore, on increasing temperature from 20 ˝C to 37 ˝C,
the cultured cells were more rapidly detached from the poly(NIPAAm-co-CSA) hydrogels than the
PNIPAAm hydrogels because the hydrophilic surface property of CSA weakened cellular adhesion
to the substrate. Furthermore, even when detached from the hydrogels, the cells were still alive and
demonstrated properties similar to the attached condition.

Thermo-sensitive chitosan can also be exploited to fabricate injectable cell delivery systems [28].
Chen et al. prepared chitosan-graft-PNIPAAm hydrogels for application in cartilage tissue generation.
They synthesized the copolymer by conjugating the carboxylic acid group of PNIPAAm to the amine
group of chitosan, and produced the thermo-sensitive hydrogels with comb-like structure using
the copolymer. The hydrogels prepared exhibited a gel formation temperature and a gel melting
temperature of 29.8 ˝C and 28.3 ˝C, respectively. The gel formation was complete within 3 min.
This fast gel formation rate would be beneficial for uniform cell distribution within the hydrogels.
In addition, this property is desirable for injectable hydrogel applications. They seeded rabbit articular
chondrocytes within the hydrogels and evaluated their biocompatibility and cell proliferation using
a Live/Dead assay kit and an MTS assay. As a result, no significant difference in cell survival rate
was observed between the chitosan-graft-PNIPAAm hydrogels and a tissue culture polystyrene dish
controls. The reason for this result might be the structural similarity of chitosan to glycosaminoglycan,
a major component of the ECM of chondrocytes, provided appropriate biological signals to the cells
seeded within the hydrogels. When observed by SEM, the chondrocytes were embedded within
secreted ECM and exhibited their phenotypes of a rounded cell shape, indicating they could maintain
their functions and differentiation state. Combined together, the thermo-responsive chitosan-based
systems are useful for cell cultivation and rapid tissue harvest without having undesirable effects on
the tissues engineered, and can be used as a potential injectable hydrogel for cell therapy applications.
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Electrically Responsive Chitosan Systems

Electroactive biomaterials are one of the newly developed stimuli-responsive biomaterials
allowing electrical or electrochemical stimulation to cells incorporated in the biomaterial-based
systems [148,149]. Among a variety of electroactive biomaterials, conductive polymers have
demonstrated excellent control of the electrical stimulus, good electrical and optical properties,
high conductivity/weight ratio, biocompatibility, and biodegradability [148,150,151]. In addition,
the chemical, electrical, and physical characteristics of conductive polymers can be adjusted to meet the
requirements of specific applications [148,152,153]. Considering these novel properties of conductive
polymers, they have infinite possibilities of revolutionizing the cell therapy field.

For example, conductive polymers can be used to control cell functions by electrically stimulating
cells, particularly electrically excitable cells including neuronal or muscle cells [154,155]. Furthermore,
a myriad of studies have shown that neurite outgrowth and cell spreading can be significantly
enhanced by electrically stimulating the cells through conductive polymers [154,156]. As a conductive
polymer for such applications, polypyrrole (PPy) has recently been investigated for cell therapy
applications due to their good stability and high conductance [157]. However, conductive polymers
alone cannot fulfill the requisites for cell therapy applications such as microenvironments supporting
cell adhesion, spreading, proliferation, and differentiation. In this context, chitosan and conductive
polymers have been compositely used to prepare electrically responsive biomaterial-based systems in
the cell therapy field.

As an instance, chitosan/PPy membranes have been investigated as a cell culture system for
Schwann cells by Huang et al. [158]. They prepared the chitosan/PPy membranes by physically
mixing chitosan (97.5%) and PPy (2.5%) in a diluted acidic solution, followed by drying the mixture.
After culturing Schwann cells on the membrane prepared to 95% confluence, they applied a lateral
constant potential gradient (100 mV/mm, 4 h) to the Schwann cells through the chitosan/PPy
membrane using a custom-built electrical cell culture system. As a result, the chitosan/PPy membrane
promoted cell adhesion, spreading, and proliferation with or without electrical stimulation. When
stimulating the cells electrically, their viability was significantly increased, which was confirmed by
SEM observation, DAPI staining, and MTT assay. Furthermore, the electrical stimulation through
the membrane enhanced the expression and secretion of nerve growth factor and brain-derived
neurotrophic factor, evaluated by RT-PCR assay and Western blot analysis, in comparison to control
cells without the electrical stimulation.

In another study, aniline pentamer (AP) crosslinking chitosan (AP-c-CS) was used to fabricate
electrically responsive scaffolds for neural tissue regeneration [159]. Aniline pentamer (AP) was used
as a conductive material due to its good electroactivity and biodegradability [160]. The AP-c-CS was
synthesized by a condensation polymerization technique. The scaffolds prepared with the AP-c-CS,
and rat neuronal pheochromocytoma PC-12 cells were seeded in the scaffolds. The cells seeded in the
AP-c-CS scaffolds showed better cell adhesion and proliferation rates than pure AP or CS scaffolds
due to the combined effect of the cytocompatibility of chitosan and electrically active AP. The AP-c-CS
scaffolds also promoted the neuronal differentiation largely due to their electrical stimulation. During
the differentiation process, the morphology of PC-12 cells gradually changed from the circular shape to
the neuronal phenotype. However, in the case of scaffolds fabricated with pure CS, few cells produced
neurites, indicating the natural biomaterial alone could not promote the cells to differentiate. Thus,
the combinatorial utilization of advantages of marine biomaterials such as chitosan and conductive
polymers are promising for cell therapy applications including neural tissue engineering.

2.2.3. Platforms for Cell Delivery and Tissue Engineering

Hydrogels

As described in Section 2.1.3, hydrogels are one of the most appropriate formulations for
cell therapy applications due to their unique advantages. Like alginate, chitosan has also been
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extensively explored as a basic material for preparing hydrogels for cell delivery and tissue engineering
purposes. Chitosan hydrogels have demonstrated outstanding biocompatibility, enzyme-mediated
biodegradability, and non-toxicity even from their degradation products.

Although chitosan hydrogels have such advantages, they do not lead to successful outcomes due
to their shortcomings such as lack of control over its gelation time, insufficiency of biological activity,
inability to tune their mechanical properties, and solubility tissues at physiological pH under specific
situations. Many researchers have devised a variety of strategies to overcome such problems.

For example, in the case of chitosan hydrogels fabricated by chemical crosslinking methods,
cytotoxicity of crosslinking agents may be problematic. Thus, therapeutic cells are needed to be
incorporated in the chitosan hydrogels after preparation process. However, in this case, shearing forces
for distributing the cells within the hydrogels can reduce the cell viability and function. Lack of ability
to fill empty spaces generated by an injury is also a disadvantage of chemically crosslinked chitosan
hydrogels. In this context, photocrosslinkable chitosan-based hydrogels have been developed. As an
instance, Valmikinathan et al. synthesized photocrosslinkable chitosan modified with methacrylate for
neural tissue engineering [161]. Using the methacrylate chitosan, hydrogels were prepared under UV
exposure for 3–5 min. The chitosan hydrogels were formed 3 min after UV radiation, demonstrating
in situ gelation capability. The hydrogels also showed controllable rheological properties with varying
chitosan concentration, demonstrating the formation of a dense network due to high availability of the
methacrylate groups on chitosan. When human MSCs were incubated within the chitosan hydrogels,
no significant changes in the cell viability and morphology were detected, and the cell number was
similar to that of the cells incubated in tissue culture plate wells examined as a control. In addition,
the cells cultured in the photo-crosslinked chitosan hydrogels showed significantly enhanced neurite
outgrowth, while an agarose-based hydrogel did not lead to the neuron growth to the same degree
observed from the chitosan hydrogel.

To enhance biological activities of chitosan, bioactive factors or natural polymers having bioactive
properties have been applied to chitosan hydrogels. These materials can stimulate various cell
activities including cell growth, proliferation, function, and differentiation. For instance, collagen and
transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) have been applied to chitosan hydrogels to facilitate cartilage
tissue engineering by enhancing chondrogenic differentiation by Kim et al. [162–164]. In the study,
TGF-β-conjugated chitosan and collagen were fabricated into hydrogels using a photopolymerization
method. Due to the presence of TGF-β and collagen within chitosan hydrogels, MSCs derived
from human synovium proliferated better than hydrogels without the bioactive materials. In vitro
chondrogenic differentiation of the cells was also examined by histology (H & E staining and
Safranin-O) and immunohistochemistry (collagen staining). The encapsulated cells exhibited round
shape with surrounding lacunae, indicating the chondrogenic differentiation. In addition, increased
accumulation of glycosaminoglycan and expression of collagen were detected from the cells cultured
on the collagen-impregnated TGF-β-conjugated chitosan-based hydrogels. The cells also showed
increased expression level of chondrogenic gene markers such as Sox 9, aggrecan, and type II collagen.

Besides these approaches, there are numerous possible strategies for maximizing the potential of
chitosan hydrogels for cell therapy applications such as peptide modification [165] and application of
thermo-sensitive polymers to render the hydrogels injectable [166]. The utility of chitosan hydrogels
as cell delivery systems and scaffolds can be increased by using novel strategies that will be devised in
the future.

Nanofibrous Matrices

Along with alginate, chitosan is one of the most extensively explored marine biomaterials to
fabricate nanofibrous matrices for cell therapy applications. Although chitosan is not appropriate for
preparing nanofibers using electrospinning techniques due to the viscous nature of its solution and
strong hydrogen bonds formed within the polymer network precluding the movement of polymeric
chains under the electrical field exposure [167,168], this challenge has been overcome by blending
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chitosan with synthetic polymers including polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and PEO [169]. Chitosan-based
nanofibers have shown remarkable outcomes in various tissue engineering applications due to the
combined advantages of chitosan and nanofibers as aforementioned above.

For instance, chitosan-based nanofibrous matrices have been explored for skin tissue regeneration.
Chitosan is a promising biomaterial for skin tissue regeneration purposes because it activates fibroblast
proliferation and promotes collagen deposition by secreting N-acetyl-β-glucosamine [170,171].
In addition, the polysaccharide stimulates the wound healing process by inducing the high level
of hyaluronic acid at the wound location [172]. Nanofibrous matrices are also a great candidate as a
wound dressing material because their porous structure is advantageous for cell seeding and diffusion
of nutrients, oxygen, and waste [173], and they can absorb wound exudates, preventing excessive
dehydration and bacterial infection from the wound [173,174]. Furthermore, nanofibrous matrices
prepared from biomaterials have been known to activate the fibroblasts excreting the main constituents
of ECM to heal the injured tissue [175].

In a study, chitosan nanofibrous matrices were fabricated using an electrospinning technique [16].
Their effect on morphology, proliferation, and differentiation of skin tissue-related cells (fibroblasts,
keratinocytes, and endothelial cells) were compared with films and sponges prepared with chitosan,
followed by wound healing assay using a mouse model. When observing the cells seeded after
culture period, the sponges showed several drawbacks such as poor cell attachment, impossibility of
gaining monolayers, and low number of cells seeded. As for the chitosan films, the cells incubated
failed to spread fully, and stopped multiplying rapidly. However, the cells seeded on the electrospun
chitosan nanofibrous matrices fully spread on the substrates, and proliferated well with time, thereby
forming cell clusters of flat cells tightly joined together. In addition, the keratinocytes seeded on the
scaffolds differentiated successfully showing the expression of differentiation markers such as keratin
14 and involucrin. The chitosan nanofibrous matrices also demonstrated its excellent biocompatibility
exhibiting the recovery of full thickness wounds in vivo study.

Chitosan nanofibrous matrices have also attracted immense attention in the bone tissue
engineering field. Chitosan itself is promising for bone tissue engineering, mainly due to its
biocompatibility and structural resemblance to bone ECM [176,177]. The nanofibrous architecture
may also be advantageous for bone tissue engineering as it promotes the proliferation, differentiation,
and mineralization of osteoprogenitor cells [178]. Incorporation of bioactive substances promoting
bone ingrowth within chitosan nanofibers may maximize the potential of the nanofibrous matrices’
ability to regenerate bone tissues [179,180]. Frohbergh et al. investigated this approach for bone
tissue engineering [17]. They prepared HA-containing chitosan nanofibrous matrices crosslinked with
genipin. The HA-incorporating chitosan nanofibrous matrices were prepared by electrospinning a
chitosan solution where HA nanoparticles were dispersed in advance. The crosslinking of chitosan
using genipin rendered the resulting chitosan nanofibrous matrices more similar to natural bones in
terms of mechanical properties. It is noteworthy to highlight that the chitosan nanofibrous matrices
were fabricated without the use of a fiber-forming agent such as PEO. By controlling various conditions
such as the humidity, ambient temperature, and the concentration and degree of deacetylation of
chitosan, they could produce chitosan nanofibrous matrices using only chitosan and HA as components
of the fibers. At 7 days post-seeding, osteoblasts showed the well-defined filopodia extending from the
lamellipodia, indicating the cells could interact with the chitosan nanofibrous matrices. Furthermore,
the cells formed confluent monolayers and a rough texture on the nanofibrous scaffold, implying
the continued proliferation and an enhanced maturation of osteoblasts. The cells also exhibited high
expression of alkaline phosphatase, an indicator of osteogenic differentiation [181].

Due to the promising features of chitosan nanofibrous matrices, they have also been utilized for
other tissue engineering purposes including cardiac tissue regeneration [182]. In the future, many
more strategies will be devised for increasing the utility of chitosan nanofibrous matrices for tissue
engineering applications, and, as such, their range of applications will broaden.
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Multilayer Microcapsules

As introduced in Section 2.1.3, multilayer microcapsules composed of ionic polymers are
very promising platforms for a variety of cell therapy applications due to their ability to provide
ECM-mimicking microenvironments for cells and their minimal voluminal nature. This strategy
has also been usefully applied to cellular therapeutics releasing biological molecules in a sustained
manner [183], and to prevent immune rejections of hosts against therapeutic cells derived from
allogeneic sources [21]. To fully utilize the multilayer microcapsule approach, selection of
biocompatible polymers with appropriate ionic properties is critical. Polymers used to envelope
therapeutic cells must be cytocompatible, biodegradable, and able to be processed in mild conditions.
In addition, the polymers should not cause loss of cell function, and in some cases, must not stimulate
cells to release their biological molecules too early. From this perspective, chitosan has been regarded
to be an attractive biomaterial for use in the multilayer microcapsule approach. Although only few
research reports on the multilayer microcapsule strategy are available, they have shown promise for
cell therapy applications.

For instance, Zhi et al. used islets enveloped with multilayers composed of chitosan and
sodium alginate [22]. They first added a chitosan solution to cells to initiate film growth on the
cell surfaces, followed by adsorption of sodium alginate to the surface of chitosan thin film in the
same manner to form a single chitosan/alginate bilayer. This process was repeated until a desired
multilayer of (chitosan/alginate)n chitosan was formed, where “n” represents the number of bilayers.
They monitored the multilayer deposition on cell surfaces by measuring zeta-potential, and the average
thickness of each dried layer was determined to be about 1.5 nm. The cells enveloped with the marine
biomaterials showed no sign of apoptosis, suggesting the cells were healthy and not affected by the
multilayers. The insulin secreting ability of the islets also was not compromised. This result suggests
that the marine biomaterial-based cell coating technique has potential for biological molecule-releasing
cell therapy applications.

In another study, living platelets were encapsulated by a thin multilayer consisting of chitosan
and poly-L-glutamic acid [21]. The platelets can be effectively used to repair blood vessels, and for
clot formation, retraction, and dissolution due to biological actions induced by the release of their
contents. However, the cells can lose their bio-functions too fast when administered to the body. In this
context, the authors applied the multilayer microcapsule strategy in the platelet-based cell therapy as
the encapsulation of the cells can lead to sustained release of the biological molecules such as growth
factors, and can reduce immune rejection generating from hosts. The encapsulation of the platelets was
performed by self-assembly of the polyelectrolytes using a layer-by-layer technology. As a result, the
cell contents and structure were retained well before and after the multi-layering process. In contrast,
the cells multilayered with ionic polymers different from chitosan and poly-L-glutamic acid were
activated during the encapsulation process, thereby releasing their contents and losing their functions
too early.

Although the multilayer microcapsule strategies have not been fully investigated, they would
attract much more attention by researchers in the biomedical field in the future owing to their unique
advantages such as immune protection, controlled release of biological factors produced by cells,
capability to provide ECM-mimicking environments, and minimal voluminal nature.

2.3. Miscellaneous Marine Biomaterials

While alginate and chitosan are leading marine biomaterials investigated for cell therapy
applications so far, other marine biomaterials also have recently shown great promise. Among them,
carrageenan has most actively been explored for cell therapy purposes. Carrageenans are sulfated
polysaccharides produced as a matrix material in several species of red seaweeds (Rhodophyceae) such
as Chondrus crispus, Gigartina, and Eucheuma cottonii [184,185]. The polysaccharide can be categorized
as three main families according to the number and position of sulfate group in the repeating galactose
units: kappa (κ), iota (ι), and lambda (λ) as seen in Figure 4. Among them, κ-carrageenan has primarily
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been exploited in the cell therapy field because of its distinguishing properties. Hydrogels prepared
with κ-carrageenan are thermo-reversible, and can be readily prepared by an ionic gelation mechanism:
potassium cations contained within κ-carrageenan prevent the electrostatic repulsion between the
neighboring helices exhibiting negative charges, thereby promoting their aggregation [186,187].
With the ionic gelation mechanism, cells can be incorporated within κ-carrageenan hydrogels in
a mild condition. Its processability to various shape/formats and resemblance of chemical structure
to glycosaminoglycans are distinctive advantages that can be exploited from κ-carrageenan [188].
The injectability of κ-carrageenan hydrogels under physiological conditions is also one of the appealing
features of the marine biomaterial. Although this marina biomaterial has only recently been used in
cell therapy applications, it has demonstrated promising performances in several studies.
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For example, Santo et al. proposed carrageenan-based hydrogels capable of releasing platelet
derived growth factor (PDGF) with controlled rates for bone tissue engineering applications [189].
They prepared κ-carrageenan beads using an ionotropic gelation method, followed by loading
PDGF into the bead. The loading efficiency of PDGF in the beads could also be controlled by
changing the processing parameters such as the biomaterial concentration, the ionic crosslinking
agent, namely, potassium chloride, and the hardening time in the crosslinking medium, exhibiting
up to around 90%. In addition, release behavior of PDGF from the beads could also be controlled
depending on the processing parameters. From an MTS assay, fibroblasts incubated in extracts
prepared with theκ-carrageenan beads did not exhibit significant reduction of their viability, indicating
thatκ-carrageenan beads are cytocompatible. The authors suggested the κ-carrageenan beads are
a promising injectable system that can be used to deliver cells and growth factors to the body in a
minimally invasive manner.

Carrageenan has also demonstrated the potential in cartilage tissue engineering. The marine
polysaccharide is specifically advantageous for cartilage tissue regeneration due to its structural
similarity to glycosaminoglycans, one of the key components constituting the ECM of the cartilage
tissue [190,191]. Rocha et al. reported carrageenan-based hydrogels encapsulating hADSCs and TGF-β1
to engineer cartilage tissue [192]. The reason for incorporation of TGF-β1 in the carrageenan-based
hydrogels was because it can initiate cell–cell interactions and stimulate chondrocyte proliferation
and differentiation [193–195] as well as production of proteoglycans and other components of
cartilage matrix [196]. The carrageenan hydrogels incorporating TGF-β1 enhanced the cell viability
and proliferation, and increased the expression level of chondrogenic differentiation markers,
demonstrating the promise of κ-carrageenan for cartilage tissue engineering.

More recently, Popa et al. also reported on κ-carrageenan hydrogel with encapsulated hASCs for
cartilage tissue engineering [197]. The κ-carrageenan hydrogels did not exhibit any cytotoxic effect
on hASCs, corroborated with the fluorescence staining and DNA quantification experiments. The
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authors demonstrated the κ-carrageenan hydrogels supported the cells’ functionality and construction
of ECM with detection of glycosaminoglycans’ deposition and proteoglycans’ protein production with
a metachromatic staining technique. In addition, the mechanical analysis showed enhanced stiffness
and viscoelastic properties of the κ-carrageenan gels with their encapsulated cells during the culture
period. The chondrogenic differentiation was also confirmed with the expression of type II collagen
by the cells. These studies suggest that carrageenan-based hydrogels offer novel approaches for the
treatment of cartilage defects.

Carrageenan has also been compositely used with alginate for preparing hydrogel beads and fibers,
and demonstrated good processability to different formulations for cell delivery and tissue engineering
applications [198]. As shown in these literatures, carrageenan has distinguishable advantages in terms
of biological properties and processability to diverse injectable hydrogel-based formulations. It is
thus expected that carrageenan will be a leading marine biomaterial, following alginate and chitosan,
for cell therapy applications.

In addition to carrageenan, agarose (Figure 5) has also been explored for cell therapy
applications. Agarose is a polysaccharide polymer material derived from certain species of red
algae (Gelidium, Gelidiela, Pterocladia, Gracilaria, Graciliaropsis, and Ahfeltia) [199]. The marine
polysaccharide is composed of linearly polymerized repeating units of arabinose, which is a
disaccharide made up of D-galactose and 3,6-anhydro-L-galactopyranose [200]. A distinguishing
property of agarose is its capability to form thermo-responsive gels transformed at around physiological
temperatures [201]. Owing to the thermo-sensitive property, agarose hydrogels have been investigated
for drug and cell delivery applications in the biomedical field [202–204]. In particular, the marine
polysaccharide has been used to prepare scaffolds for engineering of soft tissues such as neural [205]
and cartilage tissues [206,207] due to its soft tissue-like mechanical characteristics and biocompatibility.
The mechanical properties of agarose-based hydrogels can also be controlled by gelling temperatures
and curing times [208]. However, agarose has low cell adhesiveness and biological properties
to promote cellular activities including proliferation and differentiation [207]. For this reason,
agarose has generally been investigated with other materials having biological properties for cell
therapy applications.
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For instance, gelatin-conjugated agarose hydrogels have been used as a tissue engineering
scaffold [209]. In the study, gelatin was used to give the agarose-based scaffolds cell-adhesive
property. The cells attached and spread on the agarose-gelatin scaffolds well, while no cell adhesion
was observed on the hydrogels composed only of agarose. The number of cells seeded on the
agarose-gelatin hydrogels was not significantly different from that on tissue culture dishes. In another
study, agarose was used along with chitosan and gelatin to prepare scaffolds for cartilage tissue
engineering due to its good mechanical strength and capacity to retain chondrocytes phenotype [210].
The hydrogels prepared with the composite materials demonstrated appropriate mechanical and
porous characteristics and successful outcomes in in vivo experiments. Agarose has also been fabricated
to hydrogels with a porous structure [211], and used to prepare scaffolds together with cellulose [212]
for tissue engineering applications, exhibiting excellent performances. This agarose is a potential
marine polysaccharide as a basic material to prepare biocompatible systems for cell delivery and tissue
engineering purposes, and its application ranges are expected to be broadened in the future.
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Recently, exopolysaccharides (EPS) derived from micro-organisms inhabiting extreme marine
environments have attracted growing interest from researchers in the cell therapy field [213].
The micro-organisms have unique metabolic pathways to survive in extreme environments, and secrete
special biological materials such as EPS. The EPS derived from different marine micro-organisms
display novel chemical compositions and unique biological activities. However, most of the EPS remain
poorly understood, and only a few of them have been fully characterized. The promising biological
properties of microbial EPS in the ocean identified so far include supporting cell adhesion, facilitating
biochemical interactions between cells, providing protective action to cells, and absorbing dissolved
organic materials needed to cells [214]. For example, EPS2, a polysaccharide secreted by a marine
filamentous fungus Keissleriella sp., demonstrated remarkable free radical-scavenging actions [215,216].
This property can be utilized to mitigate the oxidative damage of therapeutic cells and enhance the
cells’ natural defense ability [217,218]. EPS derived from marine fungus Penicillium sp. also exhibited
considerable anti-oxidative activities, in particular scavenging abilities on superoxide radicals [219].
EPS obtained from Vibrio diabolicus, a bacterium isolated from a deep-sea hydrothermal vent polychaete
annelid, were reported to be a strong bone-healing material as they promoted the bone restoration
process in an experimental model [220]. EPS derived from fermentation of Vibrio diabolicus also
exhibited a bone-regenerating activity when implanted to a mouse model having bone injuries [220].
As such, EPS produced by marine micro-organisms present novel biological activities that can be
exploited for cell therapy applications. Although these polysaccharides have not actively been
investigated yet as platform materials for cell therapy applications, due to their novel biological
properties, they are expected to be increasingly employed by researchers in the cell therapy field.

3. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Cell therapy, as a promising alternative for organ transplantation, has exhibited great potential
for regenerating damaged or diseased tissues. To maximize therapeutic efficacies of the cell therapy,
therapeutic cells were needed to be appropriately processed, delivered or implanted to target localities.
Biomaterial-based platforms for cell delivery and tissue engineering scaffolds have played pivotal
roles in meeting such requirements. As fundamental materials for fabricating such biomaterial-based
platforms, marine biopolymers have been extensively investigated due to the diversity of their chemical
and biological properties and better biocompatibility than synthetic polymers and biomaterials derived
from other natural sources. However, the marine biomaterial-based platforms sometimes did not meet
all the conditions required for successful cell delivery and tissue engineering. In this context, various
strategies have been suggested to enhance their performance, and have led to improved outcomes.
Although the marine biomaterial platforms heretofore have only demonstrated their performance in
in vitro and in vivo models mainly with scientific indicators representing cell viability, proliferation rate,
and differentiation so far, the evaluation of the platforms would be performed in terms of practical
examination of functionality of regenerated tissues. Novel strategies that will be developed in the
future would contribute largely to meeting advanced evaluation standards. Based on this, marine
biomaterial-based platforms for cell therapy will sometimes be able to be applied in clinical practices.
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